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THE ONLY LIVING BOY IN NEW YORK 

 

Adrift in New York City, a recent college graduate seeks the guidance of an eccentric 

neighbor as his life is upended by his father’s mistress in the sharp and witty coming-of-age 

story The Only Living Boy in New York. 

Thomas Webb (Callum Turner), the son of a publisher and his artistic wife, has just 

graduated from college and is trying to find his place in the world. Moving from his parents’ 

Upper West Side apartment to the Lower East Side, he befriends his neighbor W.F. (Jeff 

Bridges), a shambling alcoholic writer who dispenses worldly wisdom alongside healthy 

shots of whiskey. Thomas’ world begins to shift when he discovers that his long-married 

father (Pierce Brosnan) is having an affair with a seductive younger woman (Kate 

Beckinsale). Determined to break up the relationship, Thomas ends up sleeping with his 

father’s mistress, launching a chain of events that will change everything he thinks he knows 

about himself and his family.  

The Only Living Boy in New York stars Jeff Bridges (Hell or High Water, Crazy 

Heart), Kate Beckinsale (Love & Friendship, Underworld), Pierce Brosnan (GoldenEye, Tomorrow 

Never Dies), Cynthia Nixon (“Sex and the City,” A Quiet Passion), Callum Turner (Assassin’s 

Creed, Tramps) and Kiersey Clemons (Justice League, Neighbors 2: Sorority Rising).  

The film is directed by Marc Webb ([500] Days of Summer, The Amazing Spider-Man) 

from a screenplay by Allan Loeb (Things We Lost in the Fire, 21). Producers are Albert Berger 

(Little Miss Sunshine, Nebraska) and Ron Yerxa (Little Miss Sunshine, Cold Mountain). Director of 

photography is Stuart Dryburgh (The Secret Life of Walter Mitty). Production designer is David 

Gropman (Life of Pi, The Cider House Rules). Costume designer is Ann Roth (The English 

Patient, The Reader). Editor is Tim Streeto (The Squid and the Whale, Greenberg). Original music 

is by Rob Simonsen (Foxcatcher, Gifted).  

 

  



 

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 

Allan Loeb says he was only days away from abandoning his hopes of becoming a 

working screenwriter when The Only Living Boy in New York changed everything. After 

a less-than-successful decade in Hollywood, Loeb was down to his last few bucks and 

decided to leave Los Angeles for New York City to work on an idea he had been nurturing: 

a coming-of-age-story with a literary twist, about a young man in Manhattan.   

“If that idea didn’t work out, I figured I would leave the business,” he recalls. “I 

wanted it to be a love letter to New York, a portrait of the city that I had grown to love 

while visiting in the ’70s and ’80s, the New York drenched in art, music and literature.”  

When the completed script found its way to producers Albert Berger and Ron Yerxa 

of Bona Fide Productions, the producers of Oscar®-winning movies including Little Miss 

Sunshine, Cold Mountain and Nebraska, Loeb’s life was transformed almost overnight. The 

partners were so impressed by his work that they arranged for him to sign on with 

Hollywood mega-agency CAA and the script was sold within days. It has taken more than 10 

years for the movie to hit the screen, but in the meantime, it made the prestigious 

Hollywood Blacklist of best unproduced films and launched Loeb on one of the hottest 

streaks of any writer in recent history, with a portfolio of widely praised movies including 

Things We Lost in the Fire and 21. 

Berger remembers being impressed by Loeb’s unmistakably personal voice and his 

knack for relatable yet startling imagery. The response the producer received when shopping 

the script around reinforced his belief in its quality. “Allan wove together a tapestry of 

unforgettable New York characters with a lot of history that eventually ties them all 

together,” he says. “The world is the city’s literary and art scene and the people who either 

aspire to that world or are already a part of it.”  

John Fogel, a lifelong friend and longtime producing partner of Loeb’s, has been on 

board the project since the beginning. “Everyone who read this script recognized that it was 

something special,” he says. “There was just something magical, something you couldn’t 

necessarily put your finger on. Albert and Ron were among the first to see its potential and 

help shepherd it to the screen.” 

The Only Living Boy in New York is told from the point of view of Thomas 

Webb, a young man with aspirations of greatness and no idea of how he is going to achieve 



 

it. In unrequited love with Mimi, a beautiful, idealistic student who is involved with a bad-

boy musician, Thomas is feeling a little unmoored. 

“From the beginning, we had a deep connection with the idea of a kid at loose ends, 

just out of college,” says Berger. “Many people come out into the world after school and 

don’t quite know which way to turn. And then something provocative comes to pass, as a 

character says in the movie, and it energizes everything. I think part of the enjoyment of the 

ride is to let people sit behind Thomas and follow him through the story, discovering all the 

twists and turns and family complications as he does.” 

 

An Exhilarating Journey 

After establishing a successful career directing music videos, Marc Webb scored a 

surprise hit in 2009 with the quirky romantic comedy (500) Days of Summer. With his next two 

films, The Amazing Spider-Man and The Amazing Spider-Man 2, he joined the ranks of big- 

budget action directors. The Only Living Boy in New York marks a return to Webb’s 

roots in more intimate filmmaking.  

“Marc first came to meet us 12 years ago,” says Berger. “He hadn’t directed a feature 

at the time, but he wanted to throw his hat in the ring. He loved the script, and we were very 

impressed with him. Once we saw (500) Days of Summer, we knew he would be an amazing 

choice. He’s got a great visual sense and really connects to stories about young people.”  

 Stories about male-female relationships are Webb’s sweet spot, says the director. “It 

doesn’t always have to be romantic. I think the way people connect to each other is the most 

confounding and interesting part of life, as well as the biggest struggle we have. Even in the 

greatest adventures, the reward ultimately is returning home.” 

Webb was already committed to making the two Spider-Man films, however, and the 

producers decided he was worth the wait. In the meantime, Webb continued to develop the 

script with Loeb, updating its view of the rapidly changing city and working on the 

characters’ evolution.  

“He had insights that were really beneficial,” says the screenwriter. “He’s a very 

sensitive guy who brings a humanity to his stories. As a director, he’s great across the board, 

whether it’s dressing the scene to create a visual complement to the narrative or working 

with the actors. It has been an education for me, because he brings out such wonderful deep 

performances, finding the moments in the scenes that even I didn’t think about.”  



 

Webb hesitates to call The Only Living Boy in New York a love story, even 

though it deals with love in many forms. “Love is such a general word,” he observes. “I 

think people are drawn to each other for a variety of reasons, and we carelessly apply that 

word to it. What is intriguing to me about this story is that it is about people passing through 

each other’s lives. Everybody’s compelled towards a kind of honesty in the movie. Even 

though the truth can be incredibly painful, one cannot heal while living in an illusion.”  

The illicit nature of the relationship between Thomas and his father’s lover, Johanna, 

is particularly engaging, says Webb. “There’s something very powerful about having 

someone see something in you that you don’t realize yourself. It’s what mentors are for, and 

that relationship exists for Thomas with both W.F. and with Johanna. He suddenly feels 

connected to these people. He doesn’t know where it’s going to take him, but it’s new and 

exciting and fun.”  

Yerxa believes audiences will enjoy taking that exhilarating journey with Thomas. 

“We expect you’ll come out of the theater with a joyful sense of satisfaction,” he says. “The 

film presents you with a tangled web of relationships, which will be fun and illuminating to 

untangle.”  

 

Finding the Boy 

Marc Webb knew from the start that casting the right actor to play Thomas would be 

one of the trickiest aspects of making the movie — and one of the most crucial. Surprisingly, 

the ideal person to portray this born-and-raised New Yorker turned out to be Callum 

Turner, a young English actor who appeared in the recent thriller Assassin’s Creed.  

“We wanted someone who was a bit of a blank slate, but strong enough to carry the 

movie,” says the director. “There’s a very narrow gap in time between somebody boyish with 

a residual adolescent awkwardness and a young man that you can see Johanna getting 

together with. There was a danger of it being exploitative, but Callum fit that perfectly. He’s 

so watchable on the screen.” 

Thomas’ father Ethan abandoned a writing career of his own to be an editor and is 

now is at the top of the publishing world. After reading his son’s work, Ethan deals Thomas 

a devastating blow by describing the writing as merely “serviceable.” “There’s only a certain 

amount of time you can live with that before you close down that part of your life,” observes 



 

Turner. “It’s like when a lion gets to a certain age and the alpha male tells him he has to 

leave the pride.” 

Over the course of the film, Thomas meets two people who will pull him out of his 

doldrums. The first is reclusive author W.F. Gerald. The other is Johanna, his father’s 

mistress. “W.F., a respected but obscure novelist, gives him the belief in himself that he’s 

been lacking,” explains Turner. “Don’t hide. Express yourself. Own what you are. He’s like a 

guru-psychiatrist. Johanna gives him the confidence he needs. They have a genuine 

connection, but what he does with her is also rooted in a desire to hurt his dad. There are so 

many women in New York City and he ends up having sex with the woman who is having 

an affair with his dad. Being with her is dangerous and exciting.”  

Thomas’ journey will be one of self-discovery, exploring not only his sexuality, but 

also his identity and his literary ability, according to Fogel. “By the end of the movie, he 

finds out where he comes from and who he really is.”  

Turner says he was initially anxious about working with so many established stars 

whose work he has grown up watching — especially Bridges. “I was really nervous about 

meeting him because he’s The Dude,” recounts the young actor. “I talked to my wife the 

night before we met and she said, ‘Look, you don’t have to be the best actor. Just go and 

have fun. Enjoy your life where it is right now.’ When I met Jeff he asked me if I was 

nervous and I said of course. And he said, ‘Me too, man. I just called my wife and I told her 

I was nervous. And she said, ‘Well, look, you don’t have to be the best actor. You just go 

and enjoy yourself.’”  

Thomas’ parents, Ethan and Judith Webb, are fixtures on New York’s art and literary 

scene. An influential editor and a former painter, they are among the city’s elite, financially, 

socially and intellectually. As Ethan, Pierce Brosnan captures the studied arrogance of a 

successful man in his prime.  

“Pierce nailed the role,” says Fogel. “He looks and feels like he could be Callum’s 

father. They blend perfectly together on camera. And he has an incredible elegance and 

aristocratic air.” 

Brosnan was first approached to play the role several years ago and though the film 

didn’t end up getting made at the time, it stuck with him. When the opportunity arose again, 

he was happy to slip into the skin of Ethan Webb. “I liked playing Ethan enormously,” says 

the former Bond star. “He is very fractured and has many secrets. In the beginning, you 



 

don’t really understand why he’s so cynical and caustic. The film deals with artistic life and 

the creative mind, the dreams and desires you have as an artist that sometimes get taken 

away from you. All of that lies within Ethan Webb.”  

In addition to being able to collaborate with respected colleagues like Cynthia Nixon, 

Kate Beckinsale and Bridges, Brosnan welcomed the chance to get to know an emerging 

young star. “Callum is really magnificent to work with,” says Brosnan. “Young actors are 

always invigorating. They help renew one’s own passion in the art of filmmaking and acting, 

because it never gets any easier. But if you have a great cast, a great director and a text that 

sustains you, as this script certainly does, it moves very well. Marc Webb is definitely a man 

I’d go into the trenches with. He knows where to put the camera, how to tell the story, and 

how to give you the security and confidence to do the work.” 

Cynthia Nixon plays Judith, Thomas’s depressed and fragile mother, a former artist 

who gave up painting to raise him. Yerxa remembers seeing the actress for the first time 

over 30 years ago in a student film and falling in love with her work then. “Judith is neurotic 

and a little bit self-involved, but she also has to be compelling and intellectual and artistic,” 

says the producer. “The net result has to be that you are on her side. Cynthia has a wealth of 

experience. She’s feisty. And she has strong opinions.”  

A native New Yorker, Nixon began performing on Broadway when she was still in 

her teens. “I grew up in New York in the ’70s,” she says. “The movie is partly about New 

York now versus New York then. Has the city lost its soul? What do you do if you’re a 

young person in the arts without any money who hasn’t established themselves yet? How 

can you possibly make a life for yourself here? It’s also about the anxiety of wanting to be a 

writer when your parents are literary lions.”  

Judith has a life many would envy, with few financial worries, the freedom to do 

what she wants and a host of influential and interesting friends. “But Judith is very different 

in different contexts,” Nixon points out. “At a dinner party, she’s really in her element. She 

has all her close friends there. Everybody’s got their best face on and their best foot forward. 

She sparkles. After the crowds have left, we see that she’s feeling very lost in her life and in 

her marriage and in the career she’s given up. She’s full of concern about her son. Judith has 

her little pills and she drinks a little too much. She is struggling. Her highs are very high and 

her lows are very low. You’re never are quite sure which one of them you’re going to get.” 



 

Given her stage background, Nixon was happy that Webb allowed the actors some 

rehearsal time before shooting began. “I enjoyed working with Marc so much,” says the “Sex 

in the City” star.  He really takes the time. He is willing to change lines, add them or excise 

them if they’re not working. It was very collaborative in that sense.” 

 As Johanna, Kate Beckinsale turns a role that might have been a clichéd man-eater 

into a confused and sympathetic woman. “Johanna’s the classic femme fatale and a beautiful 

seductress,” says Loeb. “Kate brought great humanity to the character. She added so many 

dimensions to what I put on the page. Like everyone in this movie, she’s extremely flawed 

and extremely wounded, but you get a lot of her sadness.”  

Fearing that her expiration date is looming and genuinely in love with Ethan, 

Johanna nonetheless flirts with potential disaster by embarking on a love affair with his son. 

Beckinsale says she is often attracted to morally conflicted characters like Johanna. “I like to 

find the human being inside that,” she explains. “Johanna was originally written as quite 

mysterious, but playing ‘mysterious’ is terribly boring. I suppose there’s a version of this 

movie in which she’s this kind of voracious, sociopathic person, but it didn’t feel quite right. 

When someone is going through a period of conflict and difficulty in their life, they’ll do 

things that are out of character or a bit taboo. It doesn’t define them as a person, but this is 

the moment in which we’re seeing her.” 

Beckinsale describes being in love with somebody who’s not available as a special 

kind of hell. “Johanna’s beginning to realize she may always be that person who’s on the 

sidelines,” she says. “Suddenly there’s this rather pure and naive person whose history she 

actually is quite familiar with, even though he doesn’t know it. And it’s a bit of a mad 

moment.”  

In contrast with Kate’s louche sophistication, Thomas’ dream girl Mimi is an earnest 

aspiring writer with plans for the future that do not include Thomas — until she realizes that 

his attention has been coopted by Johanna. Played by Kiersey Clemons, Mimi captures 

Thomas’s heart with the confidence of a lovely young woman who sees the world in black 

and white.  

“Mimi is a delightful character,” says Yerxa. “She’s young, she’s full of ideas and 

ambitions and she’s a bit pretentious, talking about things slightly over her head. She has a 

great spirit. Thomas is absolutely crazy for her, but they are both still half-formed.” 



 

Clemons, who has won over audiences with supporting roles in Dope and 

“Transparent” among others, shines as Mimi, says Berger. “When I look at Kiersey on the 

screen, she has an Audrey Hepburn kind of quality to her,” says the producer. “There’s 

something about the way the light hits her face and the way the camera just loves her. She 

and Callum have great chemistry together and she’s got real charm.” 

Constantly circling the fray and taking notes is W.F. Gerald, the mysterious writer 

who moves in next door to Thomas and ends up chronicling the young man’s drama in his 

next novel. A successful author and legendary drunk, W.F., played by Jeff Bridges, is both an 

inspiration and a cautionary tale for an aspiring young writer.  

“Allan Loeb has written a terrific script and one that feels very true,” says the Oscar 

winner and seven-time nominee. “As an actor, you often read scripts full of lines that don’t 

sound real. But all his dialogue was very real to me. The script deals with a theme that has 

always been close to my heart — coming of age. We can all relate to that ache in your heart 

when you learn what growing up and losing love is like. Like most of my favorite stories, this 

has to do with love and redemption.” 

Bridges fits the role perfectly, according to Yerxa. “He makes W.F. wise, weird and a 

bit bohemian. Jeff himself always brings a countercultural point of view to the proceedings, 

and that’s a great persona to bring into a film like this. He is always kind of off-beat funny.” 

W.F. is a throwback to the days of literary lions like Fitzgerald and Hemingway, says 

Bridges. The romantic ideal of a writer, he drinks too much, smokes too much and tries to 

stay incognito. “It’s that celebrated old-time notion of a writer who spends years tinkering 

with his work,” says Bridges. “He has a pen name. He’s a little bit mysterious. He is a 

wonderful character, but he doesn’t have the ability to stay put or stay focused or have 

responsibility, and that comes at a price.”  

Bridges, a veteran of more than a half century in the entertainment business, was 

excited to see a new player in Hollywood producing the type of character-driven drama that 

has been his stock-in-trade. “It’s wonderful Amazon is making the kind of mid-range movie 

that used to be made in the ’70s and that we rarely see any more.” 

The filmmakers took the idea of literary New York one step further by presenting 

each actor with a book that represented the character they were playing. “We gave Kiersey a 

copy of Just Kids, Patti Smith’s book about forging an artistic career as a young person in 

New York,” Berger says. “Callum got David Foster Wallace’s Essays on Tennis because 



 

Thomas was a tennis player and we thought he was a writer Thomas would be inspired by. 

We gave Pierce a book of stories from The New Yorker. Jeff’s was a recent release called The 

New Atlas of New York, which contains these great maps of the city and essays about 

different facets of the New York music scene. For Kate, we got a copy of Anna Karenina. It 

turned out she was a Russian lit major and loved the book.”    

Berger says his favorite part of the process has been watching the cast take 

ownership of their characters. With Webb’s encouragement, they each found qualities that 

were not necessarily on the page, but that helped deepen the characters. “I’ve really enjoyed 

watching each one of them bring so much to their roles and seeing how the script has 

evolved from the page to the screen.”  

 

Old and New in New York 

Director Marc Webb’s deep love for New York City bursts from every frame of his 

latest film. He and his creative collaborators have painted a portrait of the post-Millennium 

city as the ultimate cultural mecca, bypassing the electrified tourist magnet of Times Square 

for the simpler pleasures of Bryant Park, and the now–ubiquitous chain restaurants for dusty 

bookstores with racks of vinyl record albums. It is more the city of Woody Allen than of 

Donald Trump, a place many feel exists primarily in memory.  

Berger, who was in film school in New York in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 

remembers being drawn into the thriving art and music scene. “It was the tail end of the era 

of Patti Smith memorialized in Just Kids,” he says. “Marc brings an energy and a freshness 

to it that remind us of that era. I think a big factor is that he has an outsider’s eye. He is from 

the Midwest, as are Allan Loeb and I. We all grew up with an idealized vision of New York 

and wanted to be part of it. Marc brought that to the screen.”  

Production designer David Gropman and location manager Kip Myers scoured the 

city for locations that retained the city’s edgy, ungentrified side. “Dave and I looked for 

places in the real neighborhoods that scenes were set in,” Myers says. “Everything we filmed 

is really where it’s supposed to be. If the scene is on the Upper West Side, that’s where we 

were. When we didn’t have a location or didn’t know what to do, we would literally just start 

walking together. Our biggest score was Thomas’ apartment building. We are supposed to 

have two apartments next to each other in the same building on Ludlow Street, and we 

found it, exactly as written.”  



 

The New York that Berger fell in love with still exists in pockets, the producer says. 

It’s present in parts of the Lower East Side and in full blossom in Chinatown. “But we tried 

to capture all of New York. Each of the characters has their own neighborhood. Thomas 

and Mimi are Lower East Side. Johanna is Soho. The Webbs are Upper West Side. W.F. is 

Brooklyn. New York is filled with interesting locations and ever-changing neighborhoods 

and we wanted to emphasize that.”  

Webb created his idealized version of New York using a muted palette and high-

angle shots that add depth to the visuals. He intended it to be a tribute to the classic New 

York-centered films he loves. “We kept things in blacks, grays, tertiary colors, almost no 

primary colors, to create a mood of austerity,” the director said. “New York is a pretty 

austere city. I wanted to push that without becoming super stylized so that when you do see 

colors, it becomes meaningful and significant.”  

Shooting on 35mm film rather than digital adds to The Only Living Boy in New 

York’s timeless feel, says director of photography Stuart Dryburgh. “It’s a story for 

grownups and film is a classic medium,” notes the cinematographer, who also worked on 

Webb’s last film, Gifted. “The locations that David and Kip pull together for us are both 

typical and iconic. Everything looks beautiful.”  

Rather than creating a replica of past times, Gropman documents the evolution of 

the city’s creative class, scattering in personal objects that help define the characters. The 

Webbs’ luxurious home is packed with art, books and artifacts of their travels, as suits a 

sophisticated couple, while Thomas’ Ludlow Street studio sports crumbling walls and peeling 

paint.  

Johanna’s fancy Soho flat is actually quite small, in keeping with the reality of what a 

freelance editor could afford, although Gropman did include one luxe touch. “We wanted to 

somehow make the walls in her bedroom feel limitless,” he says “We splurged on some 

beautiful mood-expanding wallpaper by Giorgio Armani It has a metallic shimmer over what 

looks like a foggy landscape of trees. It was expensive, but it was also luxurious and sexy and 

we could see Johanna putting her money into that.”  

Webb’s ideas about color extended to costumes as well, which were designed by 

Oscar-winner Ann Roth, a legend of both screen and of stage whose work can be seen in 

The English Patient, Klute and “The Book of Mormon.” For The Only Living Boy in New 



 

York she drew on sources ranging from fast-fashion chain H & M to haute couture to help 

define each of the characters.  

  “Ann asks all the right questions,” says Loeb. “She knows how to get to the point, 

how to understand where these characters come from, how they got there and where they 

are at this point in their stories.”  

Berger has called Roth a mentor and friend since they first worked together on Cold 

Mountain at the beginning of his producing career. “Ann Roth is a filmmaker,” he says. “She 

helps build character, working with the actor and the director. She has a strong point of view 

about everything from the hair and make-up to production design. She’s a great collaborator 

and an inspiration to be around.” Berger adds that another asset to working with Ann is her 

strong partnership with Michelle Matland. “They’ve been together for so long they have a 

seamless shorthand. With Michelle and Ann you get all the benefits of a two-headed monster 

running the costume department.” 

The film’s evocative soundtrack, selected by Webb, is jazz-centric and wildly eclectic. 

The director says he has the music in his head as he plans each scene and often plays his 

choices on the set to prepare himself, as well as the actors and crew. “It gets us into the right 

head space,” he explains. “I used some Dave Brubeck, some Mingus, some Moondog. He 

was a street musician I’ve been listening to lately, an old, blind Viking who played on Sixth 

Avenue back in the day. It’s a very New York kind of vibe. Music delivers emotion more 

efficiently than any other medium.” 

Loeb and his producers began this journey in 2005 and never gave up on bringing it 

to the screen. “You’re talking 12 years of work,” says Fogel. “Seeing it come to life and 

become a real movie is incredibly exciting. Shooting the whole movie here in New York, as 

opposed to on different sets and or in another city, has been great. It’s amazing that we, with 

Amazon’s support, have been able to pull it off. It is a movie about people, which is rare in 

this day and age. You don’t get these opportunities very often.” 

  



 

ABOUT THE CAST 

 

CALLUM TURNER (Thomas Webb) is a young British actor on the rise. Most 

recently, he appeared in Assassin’s Creed, alongside Michael Fassbender, and starred opposite 

Anton Yelchin, Imogen Poots and Patrick Stewart in Jeremy Saulnier’s highly regarded 

thriller Green Room. Turner also appeared in “War & Peace,” BBC’s epic dramatization of 

Tolstoy’s classic saga and starred opposite Imogen Poots in the indie drama Mobile Homes, 

directed by Vladimir de Fontenay. 

Turner will next be seen in Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them 2, written by J.K. 

Rowling and directed by David Yates. 

In 2014 the actor was selected as one of BAFTA’s Breakthrough Brits and also 

named one of Screen International’s Stars of Tomorrow. His early roles include the U.K.’s 

hit series “Leaving,” in which he starred opposite Helen McCrory, and “The Town,” 

opposite Andrew Scott. Turner then landed the lead role in John Boorman’s film Queen & 

Country, which premiered at Cannes. He went on to star opposite James McAvoy and Daniel 

Radcliffe in Paul McGuigan’s Victor Frankenstein, then played lead roles in both Jack Thorne’s 

U.K. series “Glue” and Adam Leon’s romantic comedy Tramps. 

 

JEFF BRIDGES (W.F. Gerald) is one of Hollywood’s most successful actors and 

a seven-time Academy Award® nominee. His multi-faceted career has cut a wide swathe 

across all genres.  In Scott Cooper’s drama Crazy Heart, Bridges’ turn as a down-on-his-luck, 

alcoholic country singer garnered the iconic performer his first Oscar for Best Actor. This 

moving, multi-layered performance was also honored with Golden Globe, SAG® and 

Independent Spirit awards. 

More recently, Bridges received his seventh Oscar nomination (this one for Best 

Supporting Actor) for playing a veteran Texas Ranger in Hell or High Water, a bank heist 

action-thriller set in West Texas. Written by Taylor Sheridan and directed by David 

Mackenzie, the critically acclaimed film co-starred Chris Pine, Ben Foster and Gil 

Birmingham. Bridges also received Golden Globe and SAG® nominations for his 

performance. 



 

Bridges was recently seen as the Aviator in Mark Osborne’s The Little Prince, the first 

animated feature adaptation of Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s iconic masterpiece. He plays 

Agent Champagne in the forthcoming action sequel Kingsman: The Golden Circle. 

Bridges earned his first Oscar nod in 1971, winning Best Supporting Actor for his 

performance opposite Cybill Shepherd in Peter Bogdanovich’s The Last Picture Show. Three 

years later, he received a second Best Supporting Actor nomination for his role in Michael 

Cimino’s Thunderbolt and Lightfoot. His first Best Actor bid came for John Carpenter’s Starman 

in 1984, which also netted a Golden Globe nomination. In 2001 Bridges received his fourth 

Oscar nomination and another Golden Globe bid for his role as the President of the United 

States in Rod Lurie’s political thriller The Contender, co-starring Gary Oldman and Joan Allen. 

Bridges’ 2010 reunion with the Coen brothers in the critically acclaimed Western 

True Grit landed him his sixth Oscar nomination. The film co-starred Hailee Steinfeld and 

Josh Brolin.   

Over the last decade Bridges has starred in such films as Phillip Noyce’s The Giver 

(which he also produced), co-starring Meryl Streep and Brenton Thwaites; Joseph Kosinski’s 

TRON: Legacy, reprising his 1982 role alongside Garrett Hedlund and Olivia Wilde; Grant 

Heslov’s The Men Who Stare at Goats, opposite George Clooney and Kevin Spacey; George 

LaVoo’s A Dog Year, co-starring Lauren Ambrose; and Jon Favreau’s Iron Man, with Robert 

Downey, Jr. and Gwyneth Paltrow. 

Other notable film credits include Terry Gilliam’s Tideland and The Fisher King, Gary 

Ross’ Seabiscuit, Steve Kloves’ The Fabulous Baker Boys, Richard Marquand’s Jagged Edge, 

Francis Ford Coppola’s Tucker: The Man and His Dream, Stephen Hopkins’ Blown Away, Peter 

Weir’s Fearless, Martin Bell’s American Heart (Independent Spirit Award for Best Actor), Todd 

Williams’ The Door in the Floor, Albert Brooks’ The Muse, Mark Pellington’s Arlington Road, the 

Coen brothers’ The Big Lebowski, Ridley Scott’s White Squall, Walter Hill’s Wild Bill, John 

Huston’s Fat City and Barbara Streisand’s The Mirror Has Two Faces. 

In 1983 Bridges founded the End Hunger Network, a nonprofit organization 

dedicated to feeding children around the world. He produced a three-hour live television 

broadcast featuring Gregory Peck, Jack Lemmon, Burt Lancaster, Bob Newhart, Kenny 

Loggins and other stars in an innovative production to educate and inspire action. Bridges is 

currently the national spokesman for the Share Our Strength/No Kid Hungry campaign, 

which is fighting to end childhood hunger in America.  



 

Through his company, AsIs Productions, Bridges produced the Showtime movie 

“Hidden in America” (1996), which starred his brother Beau in a SAG Award-nominated 

performance. The telefilm received two Emmy Award® nominations and a Golden Globe 

bid.  

One of Bridges’ true passions is photography. While on the set of his movies, he 

takes behind-the-scenes pictures of the actors, crew and locations. Upon the completion of 

each film, he edits the images into a book and gives copies to everyone involved. These 

photographs have been featured in several magazines, including Premiere and Aperture. 

Bridges has also had gallery exhibitions in New York (at the George Eastman House), Los 

Angeles, London and the Museum of Photographic Arts in San Diego. In 2013 he was the 

recipient of an Infinity Award, presented by the International Center of Photography, NY.  

In 2003 powerHouse Books released Pictures: Photographs by Jeff Bridges, a 

hardcover book containing a compilation of his photographs taken at numerous film 

locations over the years. Proceeds from the book are donated to the Motion Picture & 

Television Fund, a nonprofit organization that offers charitable care and support to film-

industry workers. 

In 2011 Bridges released his self-titled, major-label debut album for Blue Note 

Records. Multiple Grammy Award®-winning songwriter, musician and producer T Bone 

Burnett produced the critically acclaimed album. Bridges’ first solo effort, “Be Here Soon,” 

features guest appearances by vocalist/keyboardist Michael McDonald, Grammy-nominated 

artist Amy Holland and country-rock legend David Crosby. In 2014 Bridges released his first 

live album, “Jeff Bridges & The Abiders Live,” and he occasionally tours when not working.  

The actor and his wife Susan divide their time between their home in Santa Barbara 

and their ranch in Montana. 

 

PIERCE BROSNAN (Ethan Webb) is a legendary Irish-American actor, film 

producer, environmentalist, philanthropist, artist and two-time Golden Globe Award® 

nominee known for his rich and extensive career in front of the camera and behind-the-

scenes as a producer. For his performance in Richard Shepard’s The Matador (2005), Brosnan 

received a Golden Globe nomination for Best Performance by an Actor in a Motion Picture, 

in addition to a nomination for Best Actor in a Lead Role from the Irish Film & Television 

Academy.  



 

In the 1990s Brosnan reinvigorated the popularity of the Bond franchise in box-

office blockbusters GoldenEye (1995), Tomorrow Never Dies (1997), The World Is Not Enough 

(1999) and Die Another Day (2002). Brosnan’s first three Bond films earned over a billion 

dollars at the international box office and Die Another Day alone garnered nearly half a billion 

worldwide. 

Most recently, Brosnan starred in AMC’s new dramatic series “The Son,” based on 

the Philipp Meyer novel of the same name about the rise and fall of a Texas oil family. 

Brosnan also stars with Jackie Chan in the upcoming action thriller The Foreigner, for director 

Martin Campbell. Based on the book The Chinaman, by Stephen Leather, the film concerns 

a humble restaurant owner in London’s Chinatown who is forced to push his moral and 

physical boundaries to track down the group of terrorists responsible for his daughter’s 

death. Brosnan also stars alongside Dave Bautista in the action thriller Final Score, for director 

Scott Mann. 

Later this year, Brosnan will film Across the River and into the Trees, based on Ernest 

Hemingway’s classic novel of the same name. The project reteams him with director Martin 

Campbell.  

For their film Poisoning Paradise, Brosnan and his wife Keely Shaye were recipients of 

the Best Documentary Award at the 2017 Hollywood Reel International Film Festival. The 

film, which Shaye directed and Pierce produced, takes audiences on a journey to the 

seemingly idyllic world of Native Hawaiians, where communities are surrounded by 

experimental test sites for genetically engineered seed corn and pesticides. 

Brosnan recently starred in I.T., produced by his production company, Irish 

DreamTime; No Escape, alongside Owen Wilson and Lake Bell; Survivor, with Milla Jovovich; 

The November Man, directed by Roger Donaldson; A Long Way Down, opposite Aaron Paul, 

Toni Collette and Imogen Poots; The Love Punch, alongside Emma Thompson; Love Is All 

You Need, for Academy Award-winning Danish director Susanne Bier; The World’s End, with 

Simon Pegg and Martin Freeman; Percy Jackson & The Olympians: The Lightning Thief, based on 

the bestselling novel by Richard Riordan; The Ghost Writer, for which Brosnan won Best 

Supporting Actor honors at the Irish Film & Television Awards; Remember Me, with Robert 

Pattinson; The Tailor of Panama, John Boorman’s critically acclaimed film based on the novel 

by John Le Carré; and The Greatest, with Susan Sarandon and Carey Mulligan. 



 

Other film credits include Mamma Mia, I Don’t Know How She Does It, Salvation 

Boulevard, Married Life, Seraphim Falls, Grey Owl, Dante’s Peak, Mars Attacks, The Mirror Has Two 

Faces, Mrs. Doubtfire, The Lawnmower Man and Mister Johnson. 

In addition to his work in front of the camera, Brosnan has long had a passion for 

the art of filmmaking. Having achieved international stardom as an actor, in 1996 Brosnan 

expanded the range of his film work by launching his own production company, Irish 

DreamTime, alongside producing partner Beau St. Clair. The company’s first studio project, 

The Thomas Crown Affair (1998) was a critical and box-office success and one of the best-

loved romantic thrillers in years. Other releases include I.T., The November Man, Some Kind of 

Beautiful, The Greatest, Shattered, The Matador, Laws of Attraction, Evelyn, The Match and The 

Nephew.  

In 2016 the European Film Academy presented Brosnan with an award for 

European Achievement in World Cinema. Other accolades include the 2015 Forces for 

Nature Award, bestowed by the Natural Resources Defense Council; the 2011 St. John’s 

Health Center Foundation Caritas Award, recognizing Brosnan’s extensive community 

service; and the 2007 Golden Kamera Award for his environmental work. In 2003 he was 

awarded an Honorary Doctorate of Arts from the Dublin Institute of Technology, an 

Honorary Doctorate from the University College Cork and an Order of the British Empire. 

For over two decades Brosnan has been an ambassador for the Prince’s Trust and an 

ambassador for UNICEF Ireland.  

Brosnan and his wife are actively involved in many conservation organizations, 

particularly in support of marine mammal rights. They lobbied against legislation designed to 

weaken federal standards for labeling canned tuna “Dolphin Safe” and worked with the 

NRDC to successfully stop a salt factory from being built on Mexico’s Baja California 

peninsula. Their unprecedented victory prevented the destruction of the Earth’s last pristine 

breeding ground for the Pacific gray whale. For this work both the Environmental Media 

Association and Women in Film have jointly honored them with significant humanitarian 

awards. Brosnan also serves as campaign chairman for the Entertainment Industry 

Foundation.  

Brosnan was born in County Meath, Ireland, and moved to London at age 11. At 20 

he enrolled in the Oval House and continued his studies at the Drama Centre in London. 

After graduation he performed in several West End stage productions, including Franco 



 

Zeffirelli’s “Filumena” and Tennessee Williams’ “The Red Devil Battery Sign” at the York 

Theatre Royal. Brosnan relocated to Los Angeles in 1982 and immediately landed the role of 

private investigator Remington Steele on the popular NBC television series of the same 

name. 

 

KATE BECKINSALE (Johanna) is an immensely gifted English actress who has 

proven to be one of the industry’s most versatile and charismatic performers. She will soon 

begin production on Farming, the directorial debut of Nigerian-British actor and filmmaker 

Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje, opposite Damson Idris and Gugu Mbatha-Raw. The project is 

an autobiographical story based on Akinnuoye-Agbaje’s award-winning screenplay, which 

was developed at the Sundance Film Institute. The film follows a young Nigerian boy (Idris) 

who is farmed out by his parents to a white British family in hopes of giving him a better 

future. Instead, he grows up to become the feared leader of a white skinhead gang in 1980s 

England.  

Beckinsale was most recently seen reprising her long-standing role as Selene in 

Underworld: Blood Wars, the fifth installment of the fan favorite horror-fantasy series. The film 

follows the next generation of vampires and Lycans (a breed of werewolves) and the war 

waged between the species. Beckinsale was also seen in Whit Stillman’s romantic drama Love 

& Friendship, a period drama based on Jane Austen’s novel Lady Susan. The film tells the 

story of the flirtatious and manipulative Lady Susan Vernon (Beckinsale) as she plays 

matchmaker for herself and her daughter (Morfydd Clark). Beckinsale was nominated for a 

Critics’ Choice Award for her performance.  

Previously, the actress starred in Absolutely Anything, with Robin Williams; Total Recall, 

opposite Colin Farrell and Jessica Biel; Contraband, starring Mark Wahlberg; Everybody’s Fine, 

with Robert De Niro; Vacancy, opposite Luke Wilson; Click, starring Adam Sandler; The 

Aviator, opposite Leonardo DiCaprio and Cate Blanchett; Tiptoes, with Gary Oldman and 

Matthew McConaughey; Van Helsing, alongside Hugh Jackman; Laurel Canyon, opposite 

Christian Bale; Brokedown Palace, with Claire Danes; and The Last Days of Disco, co-starring 

Chloë Sevigny. 

Additional film credits include The Disappointments Room, The Face of an Angel, Much 

Ado About Nothing, Nothing But the Truth, Stonehearst Asylum, Snow Angels and Fragments. 



 

On the small screen, Beckinsale’s appearances include the TV movie “Cold Comfort 

Farm,” A&E’s “Emma” and Hallmark’s “One Against the Wind.” Additionally, she has 

appeared in theater productions such as “Clocks & Whistles,” “Sweetheart” and “The 

Seagull.”  

Rising to fame in 2001, Beckinsale starred opposite Ben Affleck and Josh Hartnett in 

the epic Academy Award-winning war movie Pearl Harbor. That same year she shared the 

screen with John Cusack in the beloved romantic comedy Serendipity.  

Beckinsale currently resides in Los Angeles. 

 

KIERSEY CLEMONS (Mimi Pastori) has risen through the ranks of young 

female leading ladies following her breakout role in the Sundance hit Dope (2015), which was 

nominated for awards at multiple festivals including Cannes and the Deauville American 

Film Festival. The film also received three NAACP Image Award nominations. Clemons 

then starred alongside Seth Rogen, Zac Efron and Rose Byrne in Neighbors 2: Sorority Rising. 

Clemons has five films releasing in 2017 or 2018. She recently made headlines when 

she landed the coveted female lead opposite Ezra Miller in Warner Bros.’ superhero epic The 

Flash. Clemons tackles the iconic role of Iris West, a tough-as-nails journalist. In support of 

the franchise, her character will be introduced in the much-anticipated Justice League, 

alongside Ben Affleck, Henry Cavill and Amy Adams.  

Clemons will also be seen in a lead role in the Sony sequel to its 1990 thriller 

Flatliners. Directed by Niels Arden Oplev and co-starring Ellen Page, Diego Luna, Nina 

Dobrev and Kiefer Sutherland, the film concerns a group of medical students who 

experiment with near-death experiences that involve past tragedies, until the dark 

consequences begin to jeopardize their lives. The actress also leads the cast in J.D. Dillard’s 

forthcoming survival thriller Sweetheart, for Blumhouse. 

Aside from her work in film Clemons is making her mark in television, having played 

the recurring role of Bianca on the Amazon series “Transparent,” for which she shared in a 

SAG Award nomination for Outstanding Performance by an Ensemble in a Comedy Series. 

Other recent TV credits include CBS’ “Extant” and Fox’s “New Girl.” Clemons can also be 

seen on the Netflix series “Easy,” a sex-positive anthology with genuine portrayals of 

modern relationships.  



 

Clemons trained theatrically at Los Angeles’ famed improvisational company the 

Groundlings, which provided the foundation for her comedy chops. In addition to acting, 

Clemons is a classically trained and talented musician. She has collaborated with Grammy 

Award-winning producer/artist Pharrell Williams on multiple-tracks and her vocals can be 

heard in a handful of film and TV projects, including Dope and “Transparent.” Currently, she 

is working on her debut EP album.  

Clemons lends her voice to support women’s organizations, helping to educate and 

take action on pressing issues facing women and girls worldwide. She also appeared in Lady 

Gaga’s 2015 music video “Til it Happens to You,” directed by Catherine Hardwicke. The 

Emmy-winning song was written exclusively for The Hunting Ground, a 2015 documentary 

about the college campus rape epidemic. Additionally, Clemons has teamed up with the 

Sierra Club to help promote, preserve and protect our national parks and beaches. 

 

  



 

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 

 

MARC WEBB (Director) is the critically acclaimed director behind The Amazing 

Spider-Man (2012), starring Andrew Garfield, Emma Stone and Sally Field. The film, which 

grossed over $750 million worldwide, spawned a hit sequel in 2014. His latest directorial 

effort, Gifted, starred Chris Evans, Octavia Spencer and Jenny Slate. 

Webb made his feature film debut with (500) Days of Summer, starring Joseph 

Gordon-Levitt and Zooey Deschanel. The film was nominated for two Golden Globes 

(including Best Drama) and the National Board of Review honored Webb with their 

Spotlight Award, which recognizes outstanding directorial debuts. 

On television, Webb directed and executive produced “Limitless” for CBS, based on 

the film starring Bradley Cooper. He is currently an executive producer and director of the 

CW’s Golden Globe-winning series “Crazy Ex-Girlfriend.” 

Webb began his career as a music video director. He has been honored with several 

MTV Video Music Awards, including the Best Director Award for Green Day’s “21 Guns,” 

Best Rock Video for AFI’s “Miss Murder” and Best Group Video for the All-American 

Rejects’ “Move Along.” The Music Video Production Association also honored him as 

Director of the Year for his work with Weezer, AAR and My Chemical Romance. 

 

ALLAN LOEB (Writer) is a writer and producer from Highland Park, Illinois. He 

attended Ithaca College in New York and relocated to Los Angeles in 1993 to pursue a career in 

screenwriting. In 2004, after over 10 years of struggle and rejection, Loeb broke through with the 

script for The Only Living Boy in New York, and has been working nonstop since then. As a script 

doctor, he’s worked on over 40 movies and six television pilots, including projects for every major 

studio and television network.  

  Loeb’s writing credits include Things We Lost in the Fire, starring Halle Berry and Benicio Del 

Toro; 21 starring Kevin Spacey and Kate Bosworth; The Switch starring Jason Bateman and Jennifer 

Anniston;  Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps, directed by Oliver Stone; The Dilemma, directed by Ron 

Howard; Just Go With It, starring Adam Sandler and Nicole Kidman; Rock of Ages, starring Tom 

Cruise and Russell Brand; The Space Between Us, starring Gary Oldman; Here Comes the Boom, starring 

Kevin James and Collateral Beauty, starring Will Smith. 

  Loeb currently resides in both New York and Los Angeles 

 



 

ALBERT BERGER (Producer) formed Bona Fide Productions with Ron Yerxa 

in 1993. Producing such films as King of the Hill, Election, Cold Mountain, Little Children, Little 

Miss Sunshine and Nebraska, the duo has worked with esteemed filmmakers such as Steven 

Soderbergh, Anthony Minghella, Alexander Payne and Todd Field. They are also co-

executive producers on the current HBO series “The Leftovers.” Berger has served as 

executive producer on such acclaimed documentaries as Crumb, I Am Trying to Break Your 

Heart and Ain’t in It for My Health. 

Bona Fide recently completed production on What They Had, which will be 

distributed by Bleecker Street and stars Hilary Swank, Michael Shannon, Blythe Danner and 

Robert Forster. Upcoming projects include The Peanut Butter Falcon, which will star Shia 

LaBeouf and John Hawkes, and Juliet, Naked, an adaptation of a Nick Hornby novel that 

they are producing with Judd Apatow with stars Ethan Hawke, Rose Byrne and Chris 

O’Dowd.  

After graduating from Tufts University, Berger returned to his native Chicago, where 

he owned and managed the Sandburg Theatre, a revival showcase for obscure and classic 

films. He attended Columbia University film school before moving to Los Angeles to write 

scripts for Paramount, TriStar, MGM, Orion and producer Roger Corman.  

Berger went on to serve as vice president of development for Marvin Worth 

Productions, where he worked on several projects including Spike Lee’s Malcolm X.  

 

RON YERXA (Producer) formed Bona Fide Productions with Albert Berger in 

1993. They have worked with noted filmmakers such as Steven Soderbergh, Anthony 

Minghella, Alexander Payne and Todd Field, producing King of the Hill, Election, Cold 

Mountain, Little Children, Little Miss Sunshine and Nebraska. They are also co-executive 

producers on HBO’s series “The Leftovers.” Yerxa served as an executive producer on the 

documentaries I Am Trying to Break Your Heart and Ain’t in It for My Health. 

Bona Fide recently completed production on the drama What They Had, which stars 

Hilary Swank, Michael Shannon, Blythe Danner and Robert Forster. Upcoming projects 

include The Peanut Butter Falcon, which will star Shia LaBeouf, Dakota Johnson and John 

Hawkes, and Juliet, Naked, an adaptation of a Nick Hornby novel with Rose Byrne, Ethan 

Hawke, and Chris O’Dowd.  

 



 

STUART DRYBURGH (Director of Photography) is a New York-based 

cinematographer whose credits include Gifted, The Great Wall, The Secret Life of Walter Mitty, 

Alice Through the Looking Glass, Blackhat, The Painted Veil, Bridget Jones’s Diary, Analyze This, The 

Portrait of a Lady, Once Were Warriors and The Piano. 

Born in the U.K., Dryburgh migrated with his family in 1961to New Zealand, where 

he spent most of his childhood and young adult life. He earned a Bachelor of Architecture 

from Auckland University in 1977. He started his production career as a gaffer, working on 

many New Zealand and international feature films and commercials. In 1985 he began 

working exclusively as a cinematographer, shooting short films, music videos and 

commercials. 

In 1989 Dryburgh shot the three-part TV miniseries “An Angel at my Table” for 

director Jane Campion (later released as a film). This led to another collaboration with 

Campion, 1993’s The Piano, for which Dryburgh was nominated for an Academy Award for 

Best Cinematography. His next project, his last in New Zealand for many years, was the 

acclaimed film Once Were Warriors with New Zealand director Lee Tamahori.  

Dryburgh shot his first American feature film, director Mira Nair’s The Perez Family, 

in 1994 and moved permanently to the United States in 1996. He lives in Brooklyn with his 

wife Carla Raij and their two children. He has three older children who live in Europe. 

 

DAVID GROPMAN (Production Designer)  

Two-time Oscar nominee, DAVID GROPMAN  has been working in the film 

business for over thirty years, collaborating with many acclaimed directors. His first 

Academy Award® nomination was for Lasse Halström’s “Cider House Rules” and he was 

honored again for Ang Lee’s “Life Of Pi.” More recently, Gropman designed Hallström’s 

“The Hundred-Foot Journey,” starring Helen Mirren, and Johns Wells’ “August:  Osage 

County,” starring Meryl Streep and Julia Roberts, and the recent “Burnt,” starring Bradley 

Cooper.  Producer Scott Rudin, who previously worked with Gropman on “Searching For 

Bobby Fisher,” “Nobody’s Fool” and “Doubt,” among many other productions, is the one 

who recommended for Director Denzel Washington’s “FENCES.”  

A long time collaborator with Swedish director Lasse Halström, besides the recent 

“The Hundred-Foot Journey,” and “Cider House Rules,” Gropman teamed with him on 

“Chocolat,” “The Shipping News,” and “An Unfinished Life.”  He also designed the sets for 



 

Ang Lee’s “Taking Woodstock,” and worked closely with Robert Benton on “Nobody’s 

Fool” and “The Human Stain,” and Steven Zallian on “Searching For Bobby Fischer” and 

“A Civil Action.”  

Some of his more recent notable credits include “Date Night,” starring Steve Carrell 

and Tina Fey, “Doubt,” starring Meryl Streep, “Hairspray,” starring John Travolta, and 

“Little Children,” starring Kate Winslet.  He is also credited with “One Fine Day,” starring 

George Clooney and Michelle Pfeiffer, director Alfonso Arau’s “A Walk In The Clouds” 

starring Keanu Reeve, Actor Forrest Whitaker’s feature film directorial debut, “Waiting To 

Exhale” and actor Gary Sinise’s directorial debut, “Of Mice And Men.” 

Gropman graduated from San Francisco State University with a BFA and went to 

Yale School of Drama to earn an MFA in stage design.  He began his career designing stage 

plays, including “The 1940’s Radio Hour,” “Mass Appeal,” “Lena Horne:  The Lady and Her 

Music,” “True West” and “Buried Child.”  He also designed the sets for Leonard Bernstein’s 

world premiere opera, “A Quiet Place.”   

When he worked with director Robert Altman on his Broadway play, “Come Back 

To The 5 & Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean,” the esteemed filmmaker asked him to design 

the sets for the feature film version.  This collaboration led to his work on feature films. 

His wife, Karen Gropman, whom he met while at Yale School of Drama, frequently 

collaborates with him as Art Director, including “FENCES.” 
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Unit Production Manager MARI JO WINKLER-IOFFREDA
 

First Assistant Director JOSEPH REIDY
Second Assistant Director JOHN SILVESTRI

 

Co-Producer JOSEPH REIDY
 
 
 
 



CAST
Thomas Webb CALLUM TURNER

W.F. Gerald JEFF BRIDGES
Johanna KATE BECKINSALE

Ethan Webb PIERCE BROSNAN
Judith Webb CYNTHIA NIXON
Mimi Pastori KIERSEY CLEMONS

George TATE DONOVAN
David WALLACE SHAWN

Barbara ANH DUONG
Anna DEBI MAZAR

Ari BEN HOLLANDSWORTH
Irwin Sanders JOHN BOLGER

Uncle Buster BILL CAMP
Prominent New Yorker RICHARD BEKINS

Gay Couple RYAN SPEAKMAN
OLIVER THORNTON

Taxi Driver ALEXANDER SOKOVIKOV
Ed ED JEWETT

Amy AMY HOHN
James JAMES SAITO
Adam ADAM SIEGEL

Madhur MADHUR JAFFREY
Peter PETER FRANCIS JAMES

Antique Store Owner JAMES M. RYAN
Cafe Waitress LILLY MORAN

Ticket Booth Worker JODY LEE BRADLEY
Subway Passenger JEFFREY M. MARCHETTI
Stretching Dancers MIETTA GORNALL

ANDRES ACOSTA
BRANDON HUDSON
BRIANNA KOHN
ROBYN WILLIAMS

Pre-Record Singers MARCUS FARRAR
JOHNNY GALE
CHRISTINE OHLMAN

Wedding Band SHAVEY BROWN
AMEERAH KINDLE
EDEN ORSHAN
LUCAS SHINE
 

Stunt Coordinator BLAISE CORRIGAN
“WF” Stand-In / Stunt Double LOYD CATLETT

 



CREW
Production Supervisor SAMANTHA KREITZER DYER

Assistant Unit Production Manager KIP DAVIS MYERS
Production Coordinator CAMERON AMSTATER

Assistant Production Coordinator OLIVIA DEL CAMPO
Production Secretary REBECCA BONARDI

Office PA AUSTIN ADAMS
GIOVANNI MACHIN
KATHERINE E. KONOP
 

Script Supervisor JEAN-PAUL CHREKY
 

Second Second Assistant Director RACHEL JAROS
DGA Trainee NICK DUVARNEY

 
Camera Operator STUART DRYBURGH

"B" Camera Operator / Steadicam TOM WILLS
"A" Camera 1st AC STANLEY FERNANDEZ
"B" Camera 1st AC MALCOLM PURNELL

"A" Camera 2nd AC CHRISTOPHER ENG
"B" Camera 2nd AC HAFFE ACOSTA
"B" Camera 2nd AC KRIS ENOS

Camera Loader DAVE J. ROSS
Additional Camera Loader DANIEL CARDENAS
Additional Camera Loader TOMMY SCOGGINS

 
Still Photographer NIKO TAVERNISE

Video Assist DEVIN DONEGAN
 

Key Set Production Assistant BILLY BRENNAN
Production Assistants GEORGE KOTSOPOULOS

KAILYN DABKOWSKI
ALEX LILJA
MICHELLE ISRAEL
 

Production Accountant KATHI SCHARER
1st Assistant Accountant J. MAX RUSCHAK

2nd Assistant Accountant EVA HOOKER-HARING
2nd 2nd Assistant Accountant COLIN HOOKER-HARING

Payroll Accountant AMYJOY CLARK
 

New York Casting KATHLEEN CHOPIN, CSA
New York Casting Assistant ERIC ZUCKERMAN

Casting Associate FARYN EINHORN
Background Casting GRANT WILFLEY CASTING, INC.

MELISSA BRAUN
Background Casting Associate BELLE JIAO

Background Casting Assistants PHILIP LERVOLINO
KATHERINE HURT
 

Location Manager KIP DAVIS MYERS
Assistant Location Managers ALEXANDER MARTIN

ROYAL YATES
Location Coordinator RAQUEL TRESVANT

Location Scouts BEN STERN
KAREN BRADY
HEATHER GRAUNTT

Location Assistants PABLO BURN
JIMMY GRIBBIN

Location Unit Production Assistant LIAM BALDWIN
 

Art Director KAREN GROPMAN
Assistant Art Director TOBIN OST

Graphic Designers MAKI TAKENOUCHI
ANDREA BURRELL



Art Coordinator KHO WONG
Art Production Assistants MEGAN SIOBHAN MURRAY

KATIE CITTI
Set Decorator ELLEN CHRISTIANSEN

Assistant Set Decorator MARY E. FELLOWS
Lead Man SCOTT GAGNON

Shop Foreman BRIAN BUTEAU
Set Dressers JAMIE ARBUCKLE

HANK LIEBESKIND
STEVE SYSKO

On Set Dresser JEFF MARCHETTI
Additional Set Dresser MALCOLM BULLOCK

Construction Coordinator RICH HEBRANK
Key Carpenter PETER BUNDRICK

Carpenter Foreman BENJAMIN EDWARD ROSS
Carpenters BOB DILLON

PAT BENVENUTTO
JIM SOFFIELD
BRUCE PAQUETTE

Key Construction Grip LEE SHEVETT
Best Boy Construction Grip GLENN FJOTLAND

Construction Grip STEVE BUNDRICK
MATT WASSMAN

Construction Production Assistant MICHAEL RIOLO
Charge Scenic (Scenic / DEC Gang Boss) LAUREN DONER HIRN

Scenic Foreman COREY SHIPLER
Camera Scenic RYAN NACE

Scenic Industrial FREDDIE SANCHEZ
 

Special Effects Coordinator FRED BUCHHOLZ
 

Wardrobe Supervisor STEPHEN PARDEE
Key Set Costumers MIDGE DENTON

BRYAN CZERNIAWSKI
Costumer JONATHAN SCHWARTZ

Tailor (Cutter Fitter) ELIZABETH KARPIE MUXI
Costume Assistant MOLLY PETERS

Additional Set Costumer HANNA KURLAND
 

Makeup Department Head NICKI LEDERMANN
Co-Makeup Department Head TANIA RIBALOW

Key Makeup ANETTE LIAN-WILLIAMS
Hair Department Head KERRIE SMITH

Key Hair Stylist BETSY REYES
Hair & Makeup to Mr. Bridges THOMAS NELLEN

Makeup Artist to Ms. Beckinsale EVELYN NORAZ
Hair Stylist to Ms. Beckinsale MANDY LYONS

 
Prop Master JILL ALEXANDER

Assistant Prop Master TESS PELTZER-ROLLO
Prop Utility / 3rd Property CAITLIN KAPELL

 
Production Sound Mixer JAN MCLAUGHLIN, CAS

Boom Operator BRENDAN O’BRIEN
Sound Utility AUSTIN MOORE

 
Gaffer JOHN CARDONI

Best Boy Electric JOHN C. MERRIMAN
Generator Operator JENNY KANE

Basecamp Generator Operator DAVE LEVINE
Studio Lighting Techs / Electric RAPHIE FRANK

MEG SCHROCK
ERIK R. LUNDELL

Key Rigging Gaffer DON MUCHOW
Rigging Best Boy Electric ANDREW CLARKE



Rigging Gaffer ERIC BUJNOWSKI
Key Grip ROB HARLOW

Best Boy Grip JOHN-PAUL "J-BIRD" RANKIN
"A" Dolly Grip JOE DOUGHAN

Company Grips CHRIS VIDAIC
CHRISTOPHER MURPHY
BRIAN MACLEAN
GAVIN HOLMES, JR.

Key Rigging Grip ROBBIN PARK
Best Boy Rigging Grip MATTHEW FARRELL

 
Set Medic ANTHONY CROESE

 
Assistant To Mr. Webb BROOKE BIEDERMAN

Assistant to Ms. Winkler-Ioffreda AMANDA DISTLER
Assistant to Mr. Berger & Mr. Yerxa BOON FOX

Assistant to Mr. Bridges LOYD CATLETT
Assistant to Mr. Brosnan COURTNEE RIZZO

 
Dialect Coach ELIZABETH ZACKHEIM

 
Caterers FEATURED CUISINE

Head Chef CHRISTOPHER ZEIGLER
Chef BRADLEY COMBS

Assistant Chef JOEL BUCHANAN
Craft Services MARSHARK CRAFT COMPANY

Craft Service Leader GEOVANNA LOZADA
Craft Service Helper ALBERT MOHAMMED SHEIKH

 
Transportation Captain THOMAS MCGOLDRICK

Transportation Co-Captain JOHN BERNARD MARTIN
DOT Supervisor AMBIKA FAIRFIELD

DOT Administrator MARIE MASCOLA
Set Dec Driver JOHN CURRY

Drivers THEODORE DROS
LARRY KOERNER
ALLEGRA FORSTE
MEGAN FORSTE
MICHAEL SANGIAMO
STEPHEN ZUZULOCK
TOMMY RUTHERFORD
TONY JACKSON
SHILOH JOSEPH
JAMES "RIP" VAN RIPER
KEITH MARVEL
JOHN ZUNDRITSCH
CHRISTOPHER MCSORLEY
ROBERT GREER
JAMES POMPEY
 

Music Playback EGOR PANCHENKO
 

Unit Publicist FRANCES FIORE
 

Parking Coordinator NOEL NEVAREZ
Assistant Parking Coordinator JAMES GENTLES

 
Eco Supervisor EMELLIE O’BRIEN

Eco Coordinator GRACE HENDRICKS
Eco Production Assistant NADEGE PIERRE

 



SPLINTER UNIT
Director of Photography LUKASZ JOGALLA

"A" Camera 1st AC BASIL SMITH
"A" Camera 2nd AC MATTHEW MONTALTO

Key Grip ABE ALBUCH
2nd Assistant Director JASON FESEL
Production Assistants KEITH ANDERSON

JOSH "ZERNOFF" WLODARCZYRNOFFHK
 

POST PRODUCTION
Post Production Supervisor BRAD ROHRER

1st Assistant Editor PERRI B. FRANK
Additional Assistant Editor ERIN SULLIVAN

Post Production Coordinator JONATHAN CHENG
Post Production Assistant KYLE WILLIAMS

 
Clearance Visual Effects by HUDSUCKER MOVING PICTURES

Supervisor JEREMY NEWMARK
 

Additional VFX BRIDGET FULLAN
 

Music Coordinator IAN HERBERT
 

Animation and Main Title Design by PHOSPHENE
Designer JOHN BAIR
Producer VIVIAN CONNOLLY

JOE CRAIG
Illustrator TIM HAMILTON

Digital Artist ALEXIS SANSONE
 

FOTOKEM
Dailies Colorist DAN GARSHA

Production Services Manager MARK VAN HORNE
NextLAB Operator VINCE HUGHES

Dailies Producer MARY CHAMBERLAIN
 

Digital Intermediate Services Provided by COMPANY 3 NEW YORK
CO3 Executive Producer / Supervising Colorist STEFAN SONNENFELD

Feature Finishing Producer MARGARET LEWIS
Digital Conform Artist CHAD SCHERMERHORN

Colorist ANDREW GEARY
Color Assistant BRETT PRICE

DI Technical Lead DUSTIN WADSWORTH
Account Executive JIM GARDNER

Head of Production NICK MONTON
Negative Scanning Producer WAYNE ADAMS

Negative Scanning Technician THOMAS KUO
 

Mixed at C5 INC. NYC
HARBOR GRAND
 

Post Production Sound Services by C5 INC. NYC
Supervising Sound Editor and Re-Recording Mixer RON BOCHAR, CAS

Dialogue Editor ALEXA ZIMMERMAN
ADR Editor RUTH HERNANDEZ

Sound Effects Editor PAUL HSU
Foley Editor STEVEN VISSCHER

Assistant Sound Editor SARAH STREIT
Foley Engineer GEORGE A. LARA

Foley Artist MARKO A. COSTANZO
Mix Technician DUNCAN MCREA

 



Music Editor JOHN M. DAVIS
 

ADR Voice Casting DANN FINK
BRUCE WINANT
 

Score Orchestrated and Conducted by MARK GRAHAM
Music Preparation JOANN KANE MUSIC SERVICE

Music Librarian DAVID HAGE
Additional Music by DUNCAN BLICKENSTAFF

Score Recorded by JAKE JACKSON
Digital Recordist CHRIS BARRETT
Score Mixed by STAN NEFF

Orchestra Leader THOMAS BOWES
Cello Solo TIM GILL

Orchestra Contractor ISOBEL GRIFFITHS
Assistant Orchestra Contractor SUSIE GILLIS

Score Technical Assistant TAYLOR LIPARI HASSETT
Assistant to Composer FRANCESCO LE METRE

Score Coordinator CELESTE CHADA
Score Recorded at AIR LYNDHURST, LONDON

Score Mixed at LES STUDIOS SAINT GERMAIN, PARIS
 

Legal Services Provided by REDER & FEIG LLP
BRADY SMOOT
SOLMAZ SCHMIDT
NOOR AHMED
 

Clearances Provided by CLEARED BY ASHLEY, INC.
ASHLEY KRAVITZ
 

LICENSING
© 2017 ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK / VG BILD-KUNST, BONN

© THE SAUL STEINBERG FOUNDATION/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK
THE NEW YORKER COURTESY OF CONDE NAST

 

Post Production Accounting TREVANNA POST, INC.
 

Payroll Company ENTERTAINMENT PARTNERS
 

Film Guarantee Provided by FILM FINANCES, INC.
 

Insurance Provided by HISCOX INSURANCE COMPANY INC.
 

ON SET SECURITY PROVIDED BY
Security ABDUR RASHID

Cast Security MIKE COSTELLO
 

FILMED WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE NEW YORK STATE
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE FOR MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

DEVELOPMENT
 



MUSIC
“LA PALOMA AZUL (LIVE)”

Written by Dave Brubeck
Performed by Dave Brubeck Quartet
Courtesy of Derry Music Company

 

“BLUES RUN THE GAME”
Written by Jackson C. Frank

Performed by Simon & Garfunkel
Courtesy of Columbia Records

By Arrangement with Sony Music Licensing

“PEACE PIECE”
Written by Bill Evans

Performed by Bill Evans
Courtesy of Concord Music Group, Inc.

 

“MAIDEN VOYAGE”
Written by Herbie Hancock

Performed by Herbie Hancock
Courtesy of Blue Note Records

Courtesy of Blue Note Records Under License
From Universal Music Enterprises

“TONIGHT AT NOON”
Written by Charles Mingus

Performed by Charles Mingus
Courtesy of Atlantic Recording Corp. 

By Arrangement with Warner Music Group
Film & TV Licensing

 

“OYSTERS”
Written by Benji Hughes

Performed by Meshell Ndegeocello
Courtesy of Naïve Records

Courtesy of Naïve Records, A Division of
Believe Group

“PERFECT DAY”
Written by Lou Reed

Performed by Lou Reed
Courtesy of RCA Records

By Arrangement with Sony Music Licensing

 

“TANGA”
Written by Mario Bauza
Performed by Machito

Courtesy of Fania

“BE MY BABY”
Written by Jeff Barry, Ellie Greenwich, Phil

Spector
Performed by Christine Ohlman and Johnny

Gale

 

“WHITER SHADE OF PALE”
Written by Gary Brooker, Matthew Fisher,

Keith Reid
Performed by Marcus Farrar

“THE ONLY LIVING BOY IN NEW YORK”
Written by Paul Simon

Performed by Simon & Garfunkel
Courtesy of Columbia Records 

By Arrangement with Sony Music Licensing

 

“VISIONS OF JOHANNA” (ALTERNATE
TAKE)

Written by Bob Dylan
Performed by Bob Dylan

Courtesy of Columbia Records
By Arrangement with Sony Music Licensing

“ALL WE EVER KNEW”
Written by Kenny Hensley, Josiah Johnson, Jonathan Russell, Charity Rose

Thielen, Tyler Williams, Chris Zasche
Performed by The Head and The Heart

Courtesy of Warner Bros. Records
By Arrangement with Warner Music Group Film & TV Licensing



THE PRODUCERS AND DIRECTOR WISH TO THANK

LAWRENCE BENDER
ELIZABETH BERGER

BRYANT PARK CORPORATION
CITY OF YONKERS

W.W. NORTON & COMPANY
W. DRAKE MCFEELY

JAMIE FELDMAN
DAVID KOPPLE

JONATHAN KRAUSS
JON LEVIN

LINDA LICHTER
CARLO MARTINELLI

DANIELLE RENFREW BEHRENS
SHANI ROSENSWEIG

CARIN SAGE
DAVID SCHIFF

 

THE STORY, CHARACTERS AND EVENTS DEPICTED IN THIS MOTION PICTURE ARE FICTITIOUS. ANY
SIMILARITY TO PLACES, BUILDINGS, ACTUAL PERSONS, LIVING OR DEAD, OR TO ACTUAL EVENTS IS

PURELY COINCIDENTAL.
 

OWNERSHIP OF THIS MOTION PICTURE IS PROTECTED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES AND ALL
OTHER COUNTRIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. ANY UNAUTHORIZED

DUPLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR EXHIBITION OF THIS FILM OR ANY PART THEREOF (INCLUDING
SOUNDTRACK) IS AN INFRINGEMENT OF THE RELEVANT COPYRIGHT AND WILL SUBJECT THE INFRINGER

TO SEVERE CIVIL AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES.
 

© 2017 AMAZON CONTENT SERVICES LLC
 

FIRST PUBLICATION OF THIS MOTION PICTURE (SOUND RECORDING AND FILM): UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA 2017 AMAZON CONTENT SERVICES LLC. IS THE OWNER OF THE COPYRIGHT IN THIS MOTION

PICTURE. THIS MOTION PICTURE IS PROTECTED UNDER THE COPYRIGHT LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND OTHER COUNTRIES. ANY UNAUTHORIZED DUPLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR EXHIBITION OF

THIS MOTION PICTURE COULD RESULT IN CRIMINAL PROSECUTION AS WELL AS CIVIL LIABILITY.
 

THIS PRODUCTION PARTICIPATED IN THE NEW YORK STATE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
FOR MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION DEVELOPMENT'S POST PRODUCTION

CREDIT PROGRAM
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